antenna frequency we have the ability to

different markets, and have worked on

during the standard reflow process.

deliver all antennas for the project.

thousands of custom M2M devices.

We are the first in the market to provide

For the device itself you may need to have

reel and connect to our customers devices

What is the problem or concern we
Simply put, we know what designs work
are addressing?

NSA.20

multiple antenna types GPS,multi band

automotive approved SMT GPS patch

and what do not. We also stay close to

cellular,diversity, WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID etc.
M2M module developments and
Taoglas produces the highest-quality off-the-shelf
antenna type for the device and its location.

antenna products and also unique

Service Product Definition

antennas available. However, we recognize our standard

Taoglas can evaluate and solve issues that relate

product may not fit or be optimal for every device. To

to the antenna and the metallic plates/parts present

offer the best performance possible for your

in the device that could reduce the magnetic field

Radiation
efficiency - TG.09 180 degree
device, Taoglas offers custom
antenna

TG.09 Return Loss - TG.09 tested with Agilent 8753ES
0
Part No: NSA.20

strength, reducing as a consequence the

90%

design and production.

interrogation distances.

80%
For NFC-enabled devices,
Taoglas

Product Name:

To achieve the best performance of an NFC

offers two types of custom
70%

-5

Custom NFC Antenna Design

antenna, the antenna matching network

pcb 180

antennas: embedded flexible

must be customized to the selected

60%

Deliverables:

(NSA.20.1) and embedded

-10

50%

bobbin coil (NSA.20.2). Taoglas

Custom NFC Antenna Design

40%can assist
sales and engineering

-15

NFC IC and integration environment.

upright 180

lumped element components to ensure a

This matching consists of a network of

with selecting the best
30%type for

Duration: NSA.20.1: 6-8 weeks
		

metal 180

straight
your
device.

NSA.20.2:
12 weeks
-20

proper electrical interface and maximum
power transfer.

freespace
180

20%

While our off-the-shelf offerings
bend

Items:

are available only at 10%
13.56MHz, a
-25

a) 5 custom antenna
prototypes
600 800 1000

1200

1400 1600

1800

2000

b) Mechanical drawing
c) Final antenna position and integration method
d) Active NFC performance testing in Taoglas lab

TRP (Total Radiated Power)
e) Test against
targets
withmultiple
Sample
Custom Device for TG.09
f)

Test report of device performance

CDMA (Loop Back Service)

Band (MHz)

Position

Channel

Frequency (MHz)

CDMA800

L

1013

824.70

M

384

826.52

H

777

848.31

Position

Channel

Frequency (MHz)

Band (MHz)
CDMA1900

8 |

0% designed
custom antenna can be

2200 2400 (MHz)

600

800

for other near-field applications or

1000 1200

1400 1600

1800

2000

2200 2400

frequencies.

A full review of the following is performed:

It is very important to know all the physical constrains

1. PCB, existing RF radiator components, battery and

the antenna. Things like batteries, metal plates, improper

antenna, also to determine the need of a ferrite sheet

(Total Isotropic
Sensitivity)
that could affect inTIS
a negative
way the performance
of
with Sample Custom Device for TG.09
CDMA
(Loop
Back
Service)
integrations, etc. could detune the
antenna
and
hence
TRP
(dBm)
Band
(MHz)
Position
Channel
reduce the magnetic field strength, causing deficient Frequency (MHz)

21.72
CDMA800
L
1013
869.70
interrogation distances.
22.21
M forms and
384
881.52
Taoglas can evaluate the device’s
dimensions
22.23
H
777
893.31
as well as the available space for the NFC antenna

enclosure analysis to find the best location to place the
between the antenna and any metallic part.
TIS (dBm)

2. Antenna is designed, simulated,

-100.73

and prototyped as required.

-101.94

3. Antenna, EMC filters and matching components
-101.66
selection for the best antenna performance.

L

25

1851.25

TRP
(dBm)
Banddetermine
(MHz)
Position
placement
so we can
which one Channel
is the best Frequency (MHz)
20.35
CDMA1900
L
25
1931.25

M

600

1880.00

20.57

M

600

1960.00

-106.36

H

1175

1908.75

20.51

H

1175

1988.75

-106.71

Taoglas Catalogue

The Process - Part 1

(MHz)

TIS (dBm)
-105.61

What does Taoglas need?

The Process - Part 2

Deliverables

Taoglas will analyze the mechanical/electronic integration of

Taoglas will compile a report on the antenna

your device to determine the best antenna type as well as it

measurements including:

In all cases Taoglas will require the following:

best location and also will implement all the needed modifications to the device to get the best antenna performance.

• Details of the custom antenna and placement.

2 copies of your device including all the bits and

These modifications could be adding matching components,

• Details of any electrical or mechanical tuning
techniques.

pieces. The units do not need to be fully functional,
but the NFC does need to function.
Things like any battery, LCD displays, peripherals,
cables, especially metallic parts, etc. all mounted
in the enclosure that is close to what the final
enclosure will be. SLA or FDM proto enclosures
are sufficient but the final plastic material can yield
slight differences in performance.
3D PDF or eDrawing files for your mechanical
assembly. We really do need all the information that
could help us to do the best integration possible.
If you send to us the eDrawings files, we need the
ability to hide parts, do cross sections and make
measurements so an eDrawing file with these

EMC filters and ferrite flux director sheets.
This procedure may be done with different physical feasible
antennas to determine which one has the best performance
and larger interrogation distances.

• Matching network diagram and values.
• Device sample with implemented changes
(if needed).
• Details of the flux director type, dimensions and
placement (if needed).

Taoglas will provide a fully detailed integration and matching
documentation so you can implement the custom antenna in

Taoglas engineering in consultation with the customer

your final design.

will determine if the measured performance is sufficient
for the product. After the customer approves the design
and performance, the following will be provided to the
customer:
• Mechanical drawing of the antenna
• Up to 5 prototypes of the custom antenna
• Custom ordering part number

features turned on is highly recommended.
We need the schematic for all the boards in the
device. PDF format at a minimum and native Altium
files if you happen to use Altium.
PDFs of your PCB layout for each board, all layers.
Again if you use Altium, then native Altium files
would also be helpful. Please include a document
defining the PCB stackup, layer thicknesses,
materials and finishes for the PCB.
A spreadsheet of your bill of material for each PCB
in the design.

Taoglas Contact Details
Taoglas USA, Inc.
8375 Camino Santa Fe, Suite A,
San Diego, CA 92121, USA
Phone: +1 858 450 0888 Fax: +1 858 550 0157
Email: nasales@taoglas.com Web: www.taoglas.com

